




This can be delivered as individual tasks for pupils, as written on
the cards. 
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Whole class adaptations

This can also be delivered collectively, where the class all
contribute to the creation of one character. The class can use
the questions to build a three-dimensional character to explore
credible drama, either in theatre or literature.
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Whole class adaptations

The questions could also serve as the basis for an examination
of a historical character. How much do we really know about
Queen Victoria, for instance? Why did she make certain
decisions? What about her character might have motivated her
actions?

There are a lot of questions here. There could be a rich debate
about which are the most important ones to ask of a character?
These could form the ongoing framework of any analysis of any
character on a journey that the pupils encounter across the
school year.
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There are obvious links here between the exercise and
the issue of migration. This can be linked to PHSCE,
historical migrations (the Romans invading Britain,
children migrating to the countryside as evacuees in
WW2, refugees from wars and tyranny, etc)

Most novels and many narrative poems involve a
character going on a journey, whether actual or
metaphorical.
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There is a potential link here to a drama or dance exercise
where pupils embody the physical characteristics of a person
on a journey. In small groups, pupils could try to embody the
objects taken, the barriers encountered, the sights, the smells
etc. In Drama, this could be an exercise in introducing
physical theatre. In Dance this could be a whole class activity
of a constantly moving landscape being represented by
repeated motifs, still images and the transitions between
them.
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